
Chase Baker Tech Rider 2021

STAGE REQUIREMENTS Venue will provide a minimum of 20’ x 24’ interlocked stage with a
height of at least 3’. If outdoors, the stage must be completely covered and protected from all
inclement weather situations. Venue will provide a 8’x 8’x 1’ drum riser (upon request)

POWER REQUIREMENTS We will require adequate power across the back of stage and the
front edge of the stage for backline use ONLY

SOUND CHECK / PA Requirements We will require a minimum of 90 minutes for sound check
prior to doors. This 90 minute period begins only after all band backline gear is in position and

operational on stage. All inputs must be line-checked by FOH. It is expected that all sound
equipment provided is of professional quality, in perfect working condition, and is accompanied

by professional, competent and pleasant technicians/engineers.

Stands / Mics /  Direct-Boxes / Cables
- 2x Boom stand for vocals
- Short stands for guitar amps
- Enough stands to adequately mic a 4 piece kit
- Band Travels with a wireless mic for lead vocal,
- 1x wired vocal mic- sm58, beta58 or equivalent
- Guitar Amp Mics- sm57 or equivalent
- Drum Mics
Kick- 91A, Beta 52, D6
Snare- sm57, Beta 57a
Toms- Beta98-A, sm57, audix d4
Overheads- sm81 or equivalent



Chase Baker Input List
Kick
Snare
Hat

Rack Tom
Floor Tom

OH L
OH R

Tracks-(Stereo)
Bass

Guitar Stage R
Guitar Stage L
Acoustic Guitar

Chase Vox
Stage R Vox



Chase Baker Hospitality Rider
Accommodations: 1x Single Room and 1x Double Rooms located within a 10min to 15min drive (max)
of the venue. Internet access at the hotel.

Food: Please provide 5 healthy, hot meals with at least one chicken option or a $20.00 buyout per
person or 5 meal tickets at the event. Those are to be given to the tour manager upon arrival at the
venue.

Dressing Room: 1 to 2 dressing rooms/areas at the venue for changing etc. would be greatly
appreciated.

Important Items: �
- 12x bottles of room temperature water for the stage �

- 1x Bottle of Jack Daniels in Dressing Room
-� �12x pack of Miller Light and 12x Michelob Ultra
�- 12x pack of Dr Pepper or equivalent/ mix of soda in a cooler with ice preferred
- 1x large fruit/veggie combo tray �
- 1x Sandwich tray with selection of sandwiches

The hospitality rider and a welcoming and helpful promoter and staff are all an essential part of the band
putting on the best show possible for your patrons. We would like to thank you for inviting us to perform at
your venue.

If you have any questions or concerns about ANY changes to the above rider please feel free to contact:

Taylor Locklear (Tour Manager)
By phone @ (706)-676-2651

Or via email at tlocklear007@gmail.com


